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ISN BEarINgS

The new Dodge metric ISN bearing from HMA 

Flow & Industrial is a breakthrough for end users 

who have experienced the difficulty of installing 

and removing conventional bearings. The ISN 

bearings can provide major savings in time and 

money as they are easy to place on and take off 

a shaft. Fifteen minutes is the new standard 

installation time, not up to two hours as with some 

other bearings.

With ISN bearings, turn the nut clockwise to 

tighten the adapter on the shaft. There is no need 

for feeler gauges to set the clearance in the bearing, 

which is set automatically. An easy-to-attach lock 

plate holds the adapter nut in place.

The ISN bearing features a built-in bearing puller. 

They develop six times the calculated dismounting 

force required to remove the bearing from the 

shaft. Removal is no longer an all-day affair, and 

shaft marring is no longer a consequence.

While it’s running, the ISN has an outstanding 

sealing system that provides 100% contact at 100% 

constant pressure, 100% of the time. It is the only 

ground-tapered seal journal in the industry. The 

low drag nitrile lip and metal shield experience no 

mechanical stress, regardless of misalignment.

•	 Only push to mount/pull to demount adapter system

•	 Single side access for installation & removal

•	 Clearance setting accomplished by turning nut a specific 

distance past the zero point
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Shaft  
Size  mm Series A

mm
B

mm

45 510 60 160/175

50 511 70 190/216

55 512 70 190/216

60 513 80 205/235

65 515 80 215/236

70 516 95 245/268

75 517 95 245/268

80 518 100 270/293

85 519 112 264/296

90 520 112 292/327

100 522 125 314/356

110 524 140 314/356

115 526 150 359/387

125 528 150 400/427
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